Nteligen® Selected by Air Force for ABMS Contract with $950M Ceiling
COLUMBIA, MD, September 30, 2022 – Nteligen®, LLC, has been awarded a $950,000,000 ceiling
indefinite-delivery/indefinite-quantity contract for the maturation, demonstration and proliferation of
capability across platforms and domains, leveraging open systems design, modern software and
algorithm development in order to enable Joint All Domain Command and Control (JADC2). This
multiple award contract provides awardees the opportunity to compete for efforts within seven
different competitive pools that support the development and operation of systems as a unified force
across all domains (air, land, sea, space, cyber, and electromagnetic spectrum) in an open architecture
family of systems that enables capabilities via multiple integrated platforms. Future work under this
multiple-award Indefinite Delivery/Indefinite Quantity contract will be competed via the Fair
Opportunity process.
Nteligen® will apply its Proactive Cyberthreat Mitigation™ approach to reducing the risk of sharing
information across multi-level security domains to the complex platform architecture.
“We are honored to partner with the Air Force in developing ABMS. Our expertise in engineering
resilient solutions that move data between various security domains will revolutionize JADC2 security
architecture, helping leaders make better decisions, faster,” said Joseph Karolchik, President of
Nteligen®.
About Nteligen®
Nteligen® is a Columbia, MD, based small business that designs and develops secure platforms for
information sharing, with special emphasis on controlled interfaces and cross-domain solutions (CDS).
Nteligen’s® ProActive Cyber Threat Mitigation™ approach helps you identify what’s valuable in your
data, understand your risk tolerance against damage to or loss of valuable data, and implement
methods to reduce risk. Our approach helps you think like a chess grandmaster, planning 20 to 25 steps
ahead of the bad actors to limit harm or loss should a cyber attack occur. For more than a decade,
Nteligen® has been engineering resilience for the Department of Defense (DoD) and Intelligence
Community (IC).
To learn more, visit www.nteligen.com.
About ABMS
The Advanced Battle Management System, or ABMS, is the Air Force’s latest push to create a nextgeneration command and control system. It is also the service’s contribution to Joint All-Domain
Command and Control, or JADC2, the Department of Defense’s vision for seamless and lightning-quick
communication regardless of domain or national affiliation.

